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Figure 1: Velocity maps of NGC1419 (left) and NGC1427 (right). The velocity ranges in km/s and colour
scales are shown to the right of the maps. Both maps are binned to a minimum S/N of 50.
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Abstract. We present a study of the internal kinematics and stellar populations of early-type galaxies
in the Fornax cluster based on integral-field spectroscopic observations with Gemini South GMOS and
VLT-VIMOS. Seven galaxies in a luminosity range of -21.3≤MB≤-17.7 have been observed with these
integral field units (IFU). As first results, velocity and line strength maps are presented for NGC1427
and NGC1419.
1 Introduction
Elliptical galaxies and bulges divide into two groups with fundamental differences in their morphological, dy-
namic and core profile properties [1, 2]. Luminous systems rotate slowly, have boxy isophotes and cores, whereas
faint early-type galaxies show rapid rotation, discy isophotes and a cuspy central luminosity profile. These dif-
ferences can be interpreted as differences in the formation of both classes which may be reflected in their stellar
populations. Studies of stellar populations have revealed signs of secondary star formation in some lenticular
galaxies [3]. Many early-type galaxies show kinematic peculiarities such as nuclear stellar and gaseous discs,
kinematically decoupled components (KDC) or minor axis rotation [4]. A combination of 2-dimensional kine-
matics and stellar population analysis provides information about the formation history of early-type galaxies.
2 The Fornax IFU survey
The Fornax cluster galaxies NGC1427, NGC1380, NGC1381 were observed with the GMOS IFU, and a second
sample of NGC 1339, NGC1375, NGC1419 and ESO358-G25 and additionally NGC 3379 were observed with
the VIMOS IFU. The VIMOS IFU has a large field of view of 27′′×27′′ at a spatial resolution of 0.67′′, whereas
GMOS has a smaller field of view of 5′′ × 7′′ but offers a spatial resolution of 0.14′′. This approach allows a
study of the larger kinematic scales and to detect possible line strength gradients in the VIMOS sample, while
on the other hand the very centres of the galaxies observed with GMOS can be studied in great detail. Relations
between the internal kinematics and stellar populations are indicative of the star formation history of the host
galaxy. The wavelength range of the combined sample, approximately 4200 A˚ to 5500 A˚, includes Hβ and higher
order Balmer lines, allowing an age measurement largely insensitive to metallicity effects. Several Fe indices
and Mg line strengths are measured to determine the metallicity and [Mg/Fe] ratio of the stellar populations.
Figure 2: Line strength maps of NGC1427 (top panels) and NGC1419 (bottom panels). The indices shown
are Hβ (left) and Mgb (right). The index ranges in A˚ and colour scales are given to the right of the maps. All
maps are binned to a minimum S/N of 50.
3 Results
Fig. 1 shows the stellar velocity maps of NGC1427 (left panel) and NGC1419 (right panel). The known
decoupled core of NGC1427 is clearly visible. For the first time, a kinematically decoupled core is also detected
in NGC1419. Line strength maps for the same galaxies are shown in Fig. 2. The top panels show the Hβ (left)
and Mgb (right) distribution in NGC1427, while the bottom panels show the same for NGC 1419. In the Hβ
distribution, there is an increase towards the centre visible in NGC1419, whereas the distribution is almost flat
in NGC1427. Both galaxies show an Mgb gradient with increasing line strengths towards the centre, which is
more pronounced in NGC1419. A comparison between the velocity and line strength maps implies that the
stellar populations in the decoupled components do not differ significantly from the main body of the galaxies.
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